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The multi award winning Investment arm.
Synonymous with simplicity,
transparency and unprecedented levels of excellence with profits to match.

Unique in nature, never before seen in the market.
Perfectly merging the discerning wine collector effortlessly into the lucrative trade sector
in a characteristically streamlined manor.

Our home. A place of intense luxury,
a welcoming, intimate atmosphere, but perhaps more significantly,
a place to experience an array of the world’s finest wines.
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ABOUT DANIEL CARNIO
Since childhood Daniel has been involved in winemaking - he was just three
years old when he began making wine in the family vineyard.
In addition to his early experiences, Daniel has been working in the wine industry for a decade in a variety of roles. His experience started with sommelier
courses in Italy where he achieved the Master ALMA/AIS, one of the highest
and most prestigious qualifications in the Italian wine industry.
It was during this time that Daniel really discovered that wine was his true
passion and decided to enrol in Oenology and Viticulture studies at university
where he graduated to become a winemaker.
He continued his industry experience working with Gianfranco Soldera at
Case Basse, considered one of the best estates in Italy and a renowned fine
wine producer from Montalcino. Working in close contact with the winemaker and head of viticulture for the estate, Daniel learned how to manage wine
production at the highest level to give the very best results.
After having acquired comprehensive technical knowledge in the production
of wine he moved into international sales for an Italian exporting company.
There Daniel greatly increased his connections in the industry and acquired
experience in international wine sales and negotiation.

A WORD FROM THE FOUNDER
It is my great pleasure to welcome you to OenoFuture Ltd.
My vision for OenoFuture is to open the door to the world
of Fine Wine to everyone, not just industry insiders.
It is a privilege for me and my team to now be
in a position to share our knowledge and experience with you.
Whether you are beginning your journey into the multi-layered
world of Fine Wine as a seasoned or novice investor, a professional
in the hospitality industry, an already committed wine connoisseur seeking
new experiences and knowledge, or just as a wine lover
learning more about wine simply for your own inspiration
and enjoyment, OenoFuture’s ultimate goal is to make it an
amazing experience that is all your own.

Daniel’s experience in fine wine was further enhanced by a period working in a
Michelin restaurant in Italy, following which he moved to London to continue
his education by completing courses with the Wine and Spirit Education Trust.
Daniel then joined a wine investment company working as a wine analyst and
buyer, studying the performances of top fine wines and identifying the best opportunities in the business. There he worked closely with the financial analyst
and portfolio managers acquiring knowledge of traditional investment and appreciating the benefits of wine investment.
Daniel is now concluding his formal training by studying at The Institute of
Masters of Wine.

Daniel Carnio, F O U N D E R
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INTRODUCTION TO FINE WINE
With rising market uncertainties and fears of recession, fine wine has become
an increasingly popular addition to more traditional portfolios over the past
couple of decades. Savvy investors have quickly realised that fine wine offers
incredible growth potential and an intelligent way to diversify your portfolio.
According to the Knight Frank Luxury Index, fine wine assets have gro-wn
in value by a remarkable 147% over the past decade. Their Wealth Report
2017 revealed wine had out-performing every other luxury asset across the 12
months of that year, making fine wine investment a solid option for all serious
investors.
KEY FACTS TO KNOW
> FINE WINE IS A LIMITED COMMODITY
Like many other luxury assets, fine wine has a strong tendency to grow in value
as only a very small quantity of bottles are produced each year. Unlike other
luxury assets, though, the unique feature of fine wine is that it is made to be
consumed. For example, with every passing year there are fewer specimens of
a spectacular wine like the Chateau Mouton Rothschild 2000 available. The
rarity factor means that these wines will fetch higher and higher prices as they
become increasingly scarce.
> VINTAGE VARIATION
As well as the influence of rarity, another factor at work is vintage variation.
Perfect weather conditions during the grape growing and ripening period can
create remarkable wines capable of commanding higher prices on the market.
Over time these wines can blossom into true classics, becoming highly sought
after by collectors and consumers. Here at OenoFuture we specialise in advising our clients on which vintages and bottlings have a particularly bright
future so you can see your investment grow and prosper in the coming years.
> CULT WINES
There are some wines which can command especially high prices simply because of their name. These so-called “cult wines” include the Screaming Eagle
from Napa in California, Sassicaia from Tuscany or Domaine de la RomanéeConti from Burgundy. These are wines which have very limited productions
and are extremely popular among collectors.
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CLASSIFICATION OF WINE
OLD WORLD WINE
Old world wines are from countries or regions where winemaking (with Vitis vinifera grapes) first originated. Old world wine countries include: France,
Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Austria, Hungary, and Germany. Also, based on
the definition, countries like Turkey, Georgia, Armenia, and Moldova can be
considered old world wine regions too!
NEW WORLD WINE
New world wines are from countries or regions where winemaking (and Vitis
vinifera grapes) were imported during (and after) the age of exploration. New
world wine countries include: the United States, Australia, South Africa, Chile,
Argentina, and New Zealand are New World wine regions. Also, based on the
definition, China, India, South Africa, and Japan are new world wine regions.

DO OLD WORLD WINES TASTE
DIFFERENT THAN NEW WORLD WINES?
Yes, they often do. The differences in Old World and New World wines come
from winemaking practices (tradition) and from the affect of the land and climate on the grapes (the “terroir”).
> Old World wines are often described as tasting lighter,
having less alcohol, having higher acidity, and tasting less fruity
> New World wines are often described as tasting riper,
having higher alcohol, having less acidity, and tasting more fruity
Despite these common descriptors between New and Old World wines, there
are plenty of exceptions to the rule. This is because winemakers have a fair
amount of control when it comes to affecting how a wine will ultimately taste.
Call it a winemaking preference if you want, but many Old World regions have
rules and regulations that dictate winemaking practices which ultimately decides a wine’s style.
For example, if you made Malbec with the exact same winemaking methodologies in Mendoza, Argentina and then in Cahors, France, the wines would
taste similar but not the same. In this case, The difference is in the conditions
(the climate, the microfauna, etc) of the two regions.
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The classification of wine can be done according to various methods including
place of origin or appellation,[1] vinification methods and style,[2] sweetness
and vintage,[3] or variety[1] used. Practices vary in different countries and
regions of origin, and many practices have varied over time. Some classifications enjoy official protection by being part of the wine law in their country of
origin, while others have been created by, for example, grower’s organizations
without such protection.
THE BORDEAUX 1855 CLASSIFICATION
The Complete Guide to the historic, 1855 Bordeaux Classification of the wines
of Bordeaux from the Medoc. The historic 1855 Bordeaux Classification stands
as the single most important and famous classifications of any wine region in
the world. Almost 160 years later, this historic document continues to stand
the test of time, with almost no changes. In fact, since 1855, the official classification of Bordeaux wines from the Medoc has only allowed two modifications
in almost 160 years!
Chateau Cantemerle was added in 1856, for the simple reason that it was left off
by accident in 1855! The more important and historic change came when Chateau Mouton Rothschild was promoted from Second Growth to First Growth
status. That took place June 21, 1973. While some chateaux should be upgraded,
and a few others downgraded, by and large, when you think about it, they came
close to getting it right in the original 1855 Bordeaux classification.

THE GLOBAL WINE MARKET
More and more investors are recognising the potential of investing in fine
wine. A 2012 global survey by Barclays Wealth and Investment Management
found that over a quarter of all high net worth individuals have a wine collection with least 2% of their wealth tied up in fine wine.
If we look at the supply side of the picture, the wine industry looks exceptionally healthy across both more traditional wine regions and developing regions.
The overall global figures for 2017 were:
> 249.8 Million hectolitres of wine produced
> 243.3 Million hectolitres of wine consumed
> €30.4 Billion worth of wine exports
Digging deeper into this data, an analysis by country reveals that the market is
dominated by three major producers, Spain, Italy and France. Together these three
accounted accounted for 54.6% (58.9 mhl) of global market volumes in 2017 and
58.2% (€17.7 bn) of exports by value according to the Global Trade Atlas.
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GLOBAL WINE PRODUCTION TRENDS
Over the past two decades global wine production by volume and by value has
steadily risen and this trend is projected to continue. 2017 proved to be a difficult year for many European producers, resulting in reduced production in
many key regions, while the good weather enjoyed by many during the 2018
growing season and harvest is set to boost production figures significantly.
GLOBAL WINE CONSUMPTION
Global wine consumption over the past couple of decades has also followed a
steadily increasing trend. According to the Liv-Ex 2017 market report, across
the globe 21,250,800,000 bottles of wine where consumed that year. The market leaders for consumption are currently the United States, which heads the
list, followed by France, Italy, China, and the United Kingdom.
THE FINE WINE MARKET
“£100 INVESTED INTO THE FINE WINE MARKET IN 1952
WOULD NOW BE WORTH £420,000. THE SAME INVESTMENT INTO
THE STOCK MARKET WOULD NOW BE WORTH £100,000”
Although related to the wider wine market, the fine wine market has subtle
differences which any would-be investor ought to consider. Less than 1% of
the wine produced globally can be considered fine wine and the very limited
quantities mean that high demand for certain wines and vintages is a strong
price driver.
In particular, an ever-increasing appetite for fine wines amongst Chinese wine
connoisseurs has pushed up prices in recent years and contributed to Burgundy’s growing market share at the expensive of the more traditional top
Bordeaux estates. Top wines from Napa Valley in California and Italy are also
starting to offer remarkable growth potential in this dynamic and diversifying
market. Evidence of this can be seen from the fact that Liv-Ex has created a
fine wine index for Californian wines which tracks the price performance of
the past ten vintages of five legendary Californian wines.
One of the best guides to the market is the Liv-Ex 100 and 1000 indices which
track the prices of carefully-selected investment-grade wines to give investors
a snapshot of the wider market performance. Over the past decade both of
these indices have performed very strongly, with the Burgundy 150 sub-index
rising a remarkable 160% over this period. Even just over the course of 2018
the Liv-Ex 1000 which gives the broadest measure of the market gained 10%,
while over the past five years the index has risen 42.57%. These impressive
performance figures demonstrate the serious potential rewards that can be
achieved by investing in fine wine.
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WHICH FACTORS INFLUENCE
FINE WINE PRICES?
Before you begin investing in fine wine, it’s vital to have a good understanding
of how the market works. Like any market, the fine wine market is subject to
fluctuation due to a whole range of factors and no investment can be guaranteed to give a healthy return. However, unlike many other investments, fine
wine is unique in that quantities are extremely limited and with each passing
year there are less examples of a particular vintage of a wine available as they
are opened and drunk.
RARITY
Fine wines are made in very limited quantities, meaning that rarity can play a
significant role in price performance. Looking at the ten top performers of the
Liv-Ex 1000 across 2018, all of the wines on the list are from Burgundy and in
most cases these are very rare wines which are incredibly difficult to obtain.
The wine heading up the list is the Armand Rousseau Gevrey Chambertin Clos
St Jacques 2010 which has increased by a remarkable 194.8% from January to
November 2018.
VINTAGES
Another key factor that determines price of a fine wine is the quality of a particular vintage. Exceptional vintages produce wines that can age for years and
for a wine to be considered investment-grade it will ideally have an long projected lifespan and will continue to evolve and develop in the cellar over the
coming years. With wines that take decades to fully mature like highly soughtafter Barolos and red Bordeauxs, it is likely that prices will increase as these
wines approach and enter their prime drinking window.
CRITICS’ SCORES AND REVIEWS
Fine wine experts keep a close eye on reviews and scores awarded by wine critics like James Suckling, Antonio Galloni, Lisa Perotti-Brown and Jancis Robinson. Receiving a particularly high score can dramatically affect the price of a
fine wine. An excellent example of this is Robert Parker’s upgrade of the Mission Haut Brion 2005 from 98+ to 100 points in 2015. Liv-Ex has revealed that
as a result of this announcement the trade price leapt from £3,200 to £4,506
between January and June 2015.
Similarly, the unveiling of the iconic Sassicaia 2015 as 2018 Wine of the Year
by Wine Spectator dramatically boosted prices and meant that Italy’s market
share of trade nearly doubled to 11.8% during the month of November following the announcement.
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MARKET DEMAND
Another key consideration is the demand for particular wines or wines from
certain regions as well as the global bigger picture. If we consider the performance of the Liv-Ex 100 over the past fifteen years it is clear that there is a
correlation with wider market trends. For example, during the financial crisis
of 2008 the Liv-Ex 100 fell by 20% but then rapidly rose by 70% by the middle
of 2011 thanks to China’s introduction of economic stimulus programs and the
proliferation of the practice of gifting fine wine among officials.
REGIONAL VARIATION
This is not to say, though, that the fine wine industry performs as a cohesive
unit with prices rising and falling in unison. If we consider fine wines by region,
it is clear that certain sectors are performing particularly well. For example, the
Liv-Ex Burgundy 150 index has shot up by 160% over the past decade largely
thanks to the ever-growing popularity of Burgundy in China. Over the course
of 2018 the newly-introduced Liv-Ex California has performed well, closing
up 21% which put it well ahead of the Bordeaux Legends 50 and Bordeaux 500
indices which rose just 8.3% and 0.62% respectively.

WHY SHOULD YOU INVEST IN FINE WINE?
The numbers speak for themselves. A 2012 survey by Barclays Wealth and Investment Management found that 28% of high net worth individuals have a
wine collection, and that 2% of their wealth is tied up in wine. Even Warren Buffet has recommended that a percentage of every investment portfolio
should be in fine wine.
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
“ WITH AN ANNUAL GROWTH RATE OF 14% A YEAR
FOR THE LAST 15 YEARS YOU SHOULD INCLUDE YOURSELF
WITHIN THE MARKET”
FINANCIAL TIMES

The primary motivation to invest in fine wine is that it offers a stable investment opportunity with an impressive track record. Fine wine investments have
consistently outperformed other assets and delivered solid long term growth.
In 2018 the Liv-Ex 1000 fine wine index jumped from 331 to 363, closing up
10.2% on the previous year. Similarly, OenoFuture showed an average return
of 11.93% across the year.
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CONSISTENTLY OUTPERFORMS OTHER ASSETS
Academic research estimates that fine wine has offered a 4.1% return on investment in real terms between 1900 and 2012, outperforming other alternative assets such as art and stamps. When directly compared with other alternative assets, fine wine has offered 231% growth over the past 10 years compared to 113%
for art or 142% for jewellery. Fine wine also performs strongly against financial
markets. According UniCredit’s annual financial statement confirms strong performance within the sector outperforming 98% of all financial markets.
GROWING DEMAND
As a limited-production asset, demand and rarity are key price drivers for fine
wine. Global wine production is currently at its lowest since 1950 and vital
wine-producing countries like Spain and Italy have seen huge drops in their
annual output. On the other side of the coin, demand for wine is on the rise all
over the globe. In India wine is the country’s fastest growing alcoholic beverage, while in Asia the number of people spending $250 and over on wine has
jumped by 75%. In China growth of 25.5% is expected for the wine industry
over the next three years according to the Nomisma Wine Monitor. This combination of a hike in demand and reduced supply means wine prices are set to
rise by 20% in 2019 according to Forbes. In Italy prices have already increased
by 74% and in Spain they are up by 45%. The world’s appetite for fine wine is
only growing, and as it does fine wine prices will continue to rise.
PART OF A DIVERSIFIED PORTFOLIO
As well as offering outstanding performance, a key strength of the fine wine
market is that it is not directly correlated to volatile financial markets. Research indicates that fine wine prices currently have a 0.03% correlation to the
stock market. This means that fine wine is the ideal choice for investors looking to build a strong and diversified portfolio. The wine market has survived
every recession since 1929 and, unlike many sectors, the industry has grown
by 73% over the past five years. When equities suffer during a recession, fine
wine often proves resilient with prices remaining stable or even continuing to
grow. In these uncertain times fine wine can offer a safe haven for your wealth
as part of a diversified portfolio.
TAX ADVANTAGES
Another interesting benefit of investing a proportion of your wealth in fine
wine is that profits on fine wine sales are usually exempt from Capital Gains
Tax, depending on your personal financial circumstances. This is because fine
wines are typically viewed from a legal standpoint as a “wasting asset” as they
will someday, although it may be many decades into the future, be reduced to
an undrinkable state. Developing a fine wine investment portfolio can thus
be a useful means of reducing your tax liabilities, although it is always wise to
contact a certified financial advisor to ensure full tax compliance.
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BENEFITS OF INVESTING
IN THE WINE MARKET
Fluctuations in the wine market are primarily linked to the law of supply and
demand. On the supply side there are exceedingly few investment grade labels
over the years whose production levels typically remain fixed or reduce due to
their winemakers’ meticulous production of premium wine. However, on the
demand side there is an ever growing number of HNI’s (High Net Individuals)
seeking to own or drink these rare and prestigious wines. The only way to ease
the pressure is for the prices to go up with every passing year.
A key benefit of investment grade wines is that they are improving assets as
over time the wine matures and grows in value and price, and these wines are
also tangible and consumable assets. In an uncertain world, wine represents a
steady investment. In the last two decades Wine has proved to outperformed
equity and numerous fixed income indices including FTSE 100 and also other
asset classes like Copper, Oil and Gold in the last few years. For long term
investors a well chosen and balanced portfolio could easily provide an annualised income of 12 to 15% per annum.
KEY BENEFITS OF INVESTING IN THE WINE MARKET
> ASSET BACKED
> 0.03 CORRELATION TO EQUITIES
> YOU CAN PHYSICALLY ENJOY YOUR INVESTMENT
> HAS A FULL CIRCLE CYCLE
> PERPETUAL DEMAND
> REGARDED AS RECESSION PROOF
> SEEN AS A FINANCIAL REFUGE
> BASED ON SUPPLY AND DEMAND
> LIMITED SUPPLY
> PRODUCTION LEGALLY PROTECTED
TAX
Wine is a less risky asset as it is not as volatile as stocks and shares; moreover,
it is not highly correlated with the stock market thereby keeping it away from
market fluctuations, recession or even interest rate movements which make it
a striking investment to diversify a portfolio. By large, Wine is also considered
a wasting asset so it exempts an investor from capital gains tax. (However, it is
recommended to take advice from your local finance advisor as it is a complex
tax law.) In addition, if the wine is kept in Licensed Bonded Warehouses you
avoid paying VAT and duty. Investments in Wine are not time-bound and investors can redeem their portfolio anytime during the tenure.
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OENOFUTURE INSURANCE POLICY
In order to provide a more comprehensive service to our clients, Oenofuture
offers complete insurance coverage. When it comes to dealing with a high-end
product, our policy is unique. Our policy covers the wine from the moment it
leaves the vineyard, during its transportation and its time spent in the secure
bonded facility. This ensures all potential factors are taken into consideration.
By aligning ourselves with John Ansell, we can guarantee insurance coverage of
the product at full market value. This means that even if your bottles were to be
broken or stolen after 5 years of being in storage, you would still be in a position
to take advantage of the increase in market price.
On top of this, our policy also states that Oenofuture not only covers the wine
itself but also any superficial damage to the packaging such as stains on the labels
or damage on the case. This gives you as a client complete confidence in the fact
that your product will always be in pristine condition when the times comes to sell.
Oenofuture has structured the policy in such a way that provides the client with
complete independence over their investment, while we as a company take care
of the insurance details and all financial costs

RISKS
Risk is something that should be heavily considered before making any investment decision. Some investments have high risk and some much lower, but no
matter what your risk appetite is, the risk always needs to be fully understood,
explained and accepted. At OenoFuture we have worked tirelessly to minimise
risk by utilising the expertise of hugely experienced individuals in the market,
that’s not to say that wine is an investment without its risks.
Although the wine market is not a market that is regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, we have a taken every possible measure to ensure that regulatory protocol is stringently adhered to. We have a strict compliance procedure in
place to ensure that our investments meet the criteria and risk appetite of every
individual looking to utilise our services. OenoFuture have perfected the onboarding process which is easy to follow with no fuss, making things as easy and
as streamlined as possible.
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10 THINGS TO BE MINDFUL OF
BEFORE ENTERING THE MARKET
> INSURANCE
A big risk when investing in wine is making sure is making sure that the
investor is protected from a legal stand point. When investing in wine,
it is important to understand how the insurance side of things work.
At OenoFuture, the wine is insured in your name with the costs covered
by us, ensuring complete independence over your investment,
should the worst happen.
> COMMISSION
It’s always prudent to have a good understanding of how the company makes
their money. Some companies will charge a hefty charge on entry.
Some will charge on the entry and the exit. We do things differently.
We charge our clients when we exit them out of the market ensuring
that we are payed based on performance.
> MARKET EXPERT
Who’s at the helm and who’s knowledge does the client depend on?
Daniel Carnio is an internationally acclaimed sommelier with a
wealth of knowledge and has a proven track record within the market.
It’s imperative that there is an expert in place to adequately guide
prospective investors in the right direction.
> MEETING YOUR ADVISOR
Alarm bells should ring when the prospect of meeting your account manager
is declined. At OenoFuture we have an open door policy and we encourage
a more personal relationship between the client and advisor.
> DUE DILIGENCE
Doing your homework on a company before investing is a vital process to
undertake before committing. Ask the hard questions. If you’re not getting
clear, concise answers then always consider your options. Scams are easy to
identify with very little research. Is there a credible expert at the company?
Who’s selecting the wine and are the company’s finances in order?
These are good indicators of the companies credibility.
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> THE SELECTED WINES
The quality of the wines should be directly correlated to quality of the
company. A quick online search should give you an Idea as to whether the
price you’re being quoted is too high. To minimise risk, OenoFuture are able
to secure our very high scoring and desired wines at market price or below,
to our knowledge we are one of the only companies to offer this service.
This factor is hugely important as it maximises profit potential while
minimising risk on behalf of our clients and ourselves due to our only
fee being 10% of the net profit on the exit.
> DIVERSITY
To minimise risk, it is widely accepted that a maximum of 25%
of ones portfolio should be made up of wine. It’s never practical to have
all of your eggs in one basket and we would never recommend being
over exposed in the wine market.
> COLD CALLS
Receiving a call out of the blue informing you of an unmissable
opportunity should be the first sign that it’s probably too good to be true
and nine times out of ten, it probably is. Thanks to GDPR (General data
protection regulation) which was introduced earlier this year and requires
individuals to explicitly give permission for companies to contact them,
we should see a massive decrease in cold calling. So, avoid giving personal
details away and ask to be removed from their database.
> STORAGE
In the past it was very common for companies to store wine for their clients.
The best way to protect yourself, though, is to make independent
arrangements with a specialist service. Much like a safety deposit box at
the bank, these services offer a secure storage facility for your wines
where they are kept in perfect condition. Once you have purchased the
wines you should be free to do whatever you wish with them, sell them,
drink them or keep them in a storage facility of your choice.
Good flexibility usually means a good investment.
> EXIT STRATEGY
A good indicator as to the risk of any investment is the strength
of the exit strategy put in place by the company. Many investors have made
what they believed to be a shrewd investment only to find that an exit
strategy is not in place. Wine is one of the only asset classes that has a full
circle cycle. It’s produced in a regulated quantity, it’s purchased,
it’s consumed, and therefore the cycle is complete.
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HOW OENOFUTURE WORKS FOR YOU
Investing with OenoFuture is an extremely simple and easy-to-understand
process that helps prospective clients enter the fine wine market with the assistance of our industry experts. Our market research and insider knowledge
means you can sit back and relax, confident that our team will help you build a
covetable and highly profitable fine wine portfolio whether you are an experienced collector or just at the beginning of your fine wine journey.
1. EXPERT KNOWLEDGE & ENDORSEMENT
Founded by Italian wine expert Daniel Carnio, OenoFuture was born out of
a vision to make the fine wine market accessible to all investors regardless of
their exposure to the industry. Our fine wine experts have years of experience
in the industry and a keen eye for spotting high investment potential. We select
the highest-scoring wines on the market from producers that have strong track
record and represent a solid investment opportunity for our clients.
As well as wines from traditional regions in France, OenoFuture specialises in
exceptional fine wines from Italy, Spain and the Americas which have demonstrated huge potential for growth. In recent years Bordeaux has lost a substantial share of the market which has been taken up by other regions like Burgundy and Champagne as well as Italian and New World regions. We help our
clients to create diversified portfolios that will stand the test of time and keep
up with shifts in the fine wine market as investors increasingly look beyond
Bordeaux to alternative regions.
The soundness of our approach is demonstrated by endorsement from national investment publications. OenoFuture was recently announced as the Fine
Wine Investment Firm of the Year for 2019 at The European Global Business
& Finance Awards. OenoFuture is also the only fine wine investment company
in the world with membership of the prestigious Wine & Spirit Trade Association (WSTA).
2. PERSONALISED RECOMMENDATIONS
We pride ourselves on our attention to detail and our exceptional customer
service, so each prospective client receives personalised recommendations of
which wines they might like to purchase. Our close relationships with many
of the world’s top estates and producers means that we are able to secure top
wines at below market value, maximising our clients’ potential profits, and we
have access to many of the world’s finest and rarest wines.
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Once you have purchased your wines they will be stored in London City Bond
(LCB) warehouses in bond until you decide to sell or have the wines shipped
to you. Thanks to our strong industry connections, our clients also receive
exclusive access to en primeur and special edition bottlings from the world’s
greatest wineries.
3. DEDICATED ACCOUNT MANAGERS
At OenoFuture we pride ourselves on our open door policy. Throughout your
journey with OenoFuture your dedicated account manager will guide you
through each stage of the process and keep you updated on the performance
of your portfolio. We are so committed to offering an outstanding experience
to our clients that each of our account managers receive renumeration based
on their customer service performance to incentivise an exceptional level of
engagement with their clients that is far above the industry norm.
Our advisors are always on hand to answer your queries via email, over the
phone, or in person at one of our offices based across Europe. We can also help
you to grow your fine wine knowledge and develop a deeper understanding of
your portfolio through our regular tasting events and fascinating winery tours.
4. EXITING THE MARKET
If your wine receives a strong offer or reaches a high market price we will assist you with the sale if you wish to sell your wines at that time. Our account
managers are on hand to facilitate the sale and advise on the right moment to
sell. Once the sale is complete, OenoFuture will then deduct a small percentage from the profits of the sale in accordance with our contract with you. Our
modest management fee is based on the performance of your wines, so we are
continually striving to get the best results for each of our clients.
5. REINVEST OR ENJOY YOUR PROFITS
After you have received your profits you are free to either reinvest in your
portfolio through OenoFuture or simply enjoy spending them as you please.
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YOUR JOURNEY WITH OENO FUTURE
Oeno Future are all about outstanding customer service but also understanding
the requirements and working at the pace of each client. Here at Oeno Future we
don’t just look at fine wine as an investment but a journey, enabling you to learn
all about the industry, what you are investing into, and the benefits this could
bring for the future. We also strive to support our clients every step of the process. OenoFuture is at the forefront within its industry. We are proud to be different and have revolutionised the way collectors are working within this market.
THE PROCESS – THE 5 SIMPLE STEPS
TO YOUR FINE WINE INVESTMENT JOURNEY
> STEP ONE
You will speak to your personal account manager who will introduce
the industry and how you will benefit from investing in Fine Wine with
Oeno Future. Your account manager will then send you all the information
you require for you to begin your journey.
> STEP TWO
Once you have spoken to your account manager and received your information
and agreed on which fine wine you would like to invest in, you will then
receive your contract via email/post (depending on client’s requirements).
This will then need to be electronically signed and sent back to us.
> STEP THREE
Confirming and completing the trade.
> STEP FOUR
Once your trade has been completed, you will then have the option
to open up your personal account with LCB (London City Bond).
This is a bonded warehouse where your wine will be kept in your name
and fully insured at market price. Storing your wines here will allow your
assets to mature in the optimum conditions.
> STEP FIVE
Once your wine has reached its financial peak, we will then seek to find a
buyer through our distribution channels. These may be from restaurants,
hotels, wine bars or private collectors.
Here at Oeno Future we maintain contact with our clients throughout and after your investment to give you ongoing support. We like to support our clients
every step of the way from initial contact to finalising your investment. We will
provide a helping hand to assist you with any information you may require and
any questions you may have along the way.
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FINE WINE STORAGE
One of the most important questions to ask when you decide to invest in fine
wine is how your precious wines will be stored. Unlike other assets or investment opportunities, fine wines must be handled with great care. Bottles need to
be kept in a carefully-controlled storage environment to ensure they remain in
optimum condition and to allow them to age correctly.
LCB
We store all of our clients’ wines with LCB (London City Bond) who specialise
in storing fine wines for the trade and private clients in purpose-designed warehouses in the UK. LCB’s roots can be traced back to 1870 when British & Foreign
Wharf was established in the Port of London to offer bonded warehouse services
to the 19th century wine and spirit trade.
Today LCB is the largest privately-owned bonded warehousing firm in the UK
and stores wine for most of the country’s biggest wine merchants as well as private clients from all over the world. In total LCB is currently responsible for 7
million cases of wine in their 1.6 million square feet of warehouse space.
OPTIMUM STORAGE CONDITIONS
The wines stored with LCB are kept in a dedicated fine wine warehouse which
boasts metre-thick walls and a state of the art climate control system to avoid
fluctuations in temperature and light. In accordance with ideal wine storage
conditions, the average temperature is maintained at 13 degrees with 60-65%
humidity and minimal exposure to light and movement.
UNDER BOND
We store our clients’ wines at LBC under bond. Commonly done for wines
bought for investment purposes or bought en primeur before release, wines that
are sold in bond have not yet had the duty and VAT paid. Instead of having these
wines shipped to you, wines that are sold in bond must be stored in certain authorised warehouses like LCB where they are kept in optimum conditions.
This arrangement is the best option if you intend to invest in fine wine as you can
guarantee your wines have been perfectly stored, making them more attractive
to potential buyers when you do finally sell. Excise duty and VAT only become
payable if you decide to remove your wines from LCB.
DELIVERY
If you do wish to have your wines delivered to you at any point, LCB can arrange
delivery direct to your address within the U.K. and many postcodes are covered
by next day delivery. Please note that excise duty and VAT must be paid before
they can be released and delivered to you.
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TAX
CAPITAL GAINS TAX
Capital Gains Tax (CGT) does not apply to ‘wasting assets’, those whose
predictable life does not exceed more than 50 years (Section 44(1)
Taxation of Chargeable Gains Act 1992).
ISSUE 1: ‘PREDICTABLE LIFE’
The law makes clear that cheap table wine is a wasting asset,
whereas a fortified wine designed to withstand significant ageing,
such as a premium port, is not.
“We would normally contend that wine is not a wasting asset if it appears to
be fine wine which not unusually is kept (or some samples of which are kept)
for substantial periods sometimes well in excess of 50 years” (HRMC Tax
Bulletin 42).
Much Fine Wine constitutes something of a grey area - much of it having
the capacity to age for half a century or more, but being consumed before it
reaches this age. A number of factors may affect the lifespan of
a Fine Wine - vintage, terroir, provenance and storage to name just a few.

“The tax surrounding Fine Wine is something that
attracted me to this industry a long time ago, it’s
certainly an aspect that makes this investment stand
out among the others. Fine Wine holds many
benefits compared to other investments on the
market, one of those being the tax benefits. It’s no
secret that wine is free from Capital Gains Tax,
however that is not always the case, in some wines
there is tax payable, such as fortified wine.
At OenoFuture we can certainly discuss how this
works but must always mention that you should
seek professional tax advice should you wish to
dive deeper in this area. Some other companies
will mention wine being Inheritance Tax free,
this is not the case.”

The ‘predictable life’ is therefore a crucial consideration. This lifespan is taken
from the point of view of the owner at the point of purchase, and as such
must be decided objectively. The law is far from clear cut in this regard.
Wine is a greatly nuanced art and the application of a catch-all rule,
is nigh-on impossible, though a great many investment wines are considered
wasting assets and as such investors are not liable to pay CGT on profit
from wine investments not exceeding £250,000.
ISSUE 2: CGT EXEMPTIONS
If the profit from the sale of a single bottle of wine not considered a wasting
asset does not exceed £6,000, CGT does not apply (Section 261(1) TCGA).
If a number of bottles sold to the same individual, in one or a number of
transactions, may be considered a ‘set’, then the £6,000 gains limit applies to
the sale of all bottles affected (Section 262(4) TCGA).

Quote from Julian St George
(Finance Director)
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PROVENANCE
As with any collectable asset, the provenance of a fine wine is key to its value.
Great wines need to be nurtured and stored in optimum conditions to allow
them to develop and evolve into their full potential. That’s why one of the first
factors you must consider before purchasing fine wines is the conditions the
bottles have been stored in, their source, and their ownership history.
EX-CHATEAU
“Ex-chateau” wines are bottles that have been sourced directly from the producer. Buying “ex-chateau” wines guarantees that the bottles have been stored in
perfect conditions in the producer’s cellars right up until their purchase. Sourcing wines in this way can also boost the value of your investment when you do
finally decide to sell since collectors are often willing to pay more for bottles with
impeccable provenance.
IN BOND
Another way to purchase wines with strong provenance is to buy then “in bond”.
These are wines that have been purchased en primeur or which are currently being stored in a bonded warehouse. The advantage of buying wines in bond is that
you can be certain of the provenance and storage conditions of the bottles and it
is very easy to trace and view their ownership history. Often these bottles have
been transferred directly from the producer’s cellar to the bonded warehouse,
giving them an ironclad provenance.
Buying wines in bond can also simplify the investment process as the wines can
change hands without even leaving the warehouse and there is no need to pay VAT
or duty unless you choose to remove the bottles from the bonded warehouse.
OENOFUTURE’S APPROACH
To ensure we only deliver the best quality wines to our customers, at OenoFuture we take great care to source wines directly from bonded warehouses or the
producer wherever possible. Our clients can relax knowing that our exacting
standards and rigorous assessment process ensure every bottle we source has
impeccable provenance.
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WSTA MEMBERSHIP
OenoFuture is the only fine wine investment company in the world with membership of the Wine & Spirit Trade Association (WSTA). The WSTA is a diverse
organisation that represents over 300 companies that produce, sell, import and
export wines in the UK. Members cover all sectors of the industry ranging
from retail, wholesale, fine wine specialists, and bottling and logistics firms.
WSTA seeks to support its members by striving to create an environment in
which the UK wine industry can thrive. One way in which the organisation
does this is by compiling detailed research and data on emerging trends and
changes in the sector. The WSTA also provides guidance and advice on aspects
like licensing, logistics, and labelling requirements to help companies successfully navigate and comply with the legal requirements in these areas.
The other great membership benefits of the WSTA are the networking opportunities offered by the organisation and the work they do to advocate for the
UK wine industry in government, parliament and the media. The WSTA has
strong connections to politicians and officials which allows the organisation to
educate about the UK wine industry and help to influence policy.
Membership of the WSTA is a powerful tool that helps OenoFuture to work
even harder and smarter for our fine wine investment clients thanks to the
networking opportunities and high quality industry research and analysis of
the wine industry carried out by the organisation.

OENOTRADE
In the half decade that OenoFuture has been established we have carved out an
enviable reputation for being considered a company that prides itself on efficiency, simplicity and above all, excellence. At Oeno, we are constantly striving for
perfection. We feel we have taken a massive step closer to achieving our vision.
OenoTrade is a groundbreaking first in the wine sector, perfectly interweaving
the discerning wine collector into the enormously lucrative trade sector. After
years of developing watertight relationships with the worlds most revered vineyards it seemed like a natural step for us to share the fruits of our labour with our
global trade partners.
Wine is a booming market and what OenoTrade does is allow the non professional investor to reap the massive benefits of the hospitality and private sector
in a characteristically streamlined manor. We achieve this by constantly utilising
our global network of the most acclaimed specialist in the market in perfect unison with our trade partners.
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But maybe more significantly, it ensures the buying, selling and perhaps most
importantly, the liquidation is a simple process due all parties having complete
control over the entry, fruition and the exit.
Our open stock-list is comprised of the worlds finest wines available. From the
esoteric to the global household names. We are able to provide our network of
global partners in the trade sector with a wide array of the most desirable, high
quality wines from around the world. Our team is comprised of some the most
illustrious and esteemed figures in the wine sector who are striving to create
relationships with the very best wineries from across the globe and bring real
value to the everyday enthusiast as well as the global titans with the booming
trade sector.
The objective is clear and concise, narrow the gap. The wine market is full of middlemen meaning wine is constantly changing hands unnecessarily. OenoTrade put
a stops to this by reducing the barrier between the two parties, we are merely the
instrument to facilitate this simple transaction. It’s paint by numbers easy. You select what you want from our vast selection, have a consultation with our specialists
if necessary, it’s delivered, sold, enjoyed and the process is complete.
We understand that it may be a concern for a company to commit huge amounts
of capital into a product without the guarantee of selling it in a timely fashion
thus being tied up financially. OenoTrade takes the headache out the equation
by introducing a consignment procedure enabling our clients in the trade sector
to have complete freedom when selecting the wines from our extensive stocklist. The procedure ensures that you have a plethora of options for you to choose
from. It can be understandably frustrating to assume that a product is available
to be purchased when in actuality it’s nothing than more ploy to gain your interest, which doesn’t seem efficient, pragmatic or transparent. the Oenotrade
stock-list is the first of its kind, providing total assurance to all concerned that
the stated wine is available to be purchased at that exact moment, avoiding any
annoyance further down the line. At the click of a button the wine is reserved for
you, you’ll then have 48 hours to complete the trade. Perfect.
Oenotrade truly encapsulates all of the best elements of the market and packages it
in an overtly simplistic way. We like to think that we are pioneering something unprecedented in the sector with a new futuristic, streamlined approach. Oenotrade
means that everyone benefits from the market in a way that makes sense to all.
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WINE TERMINOLOGY

EN-PRIMEUR: This is the description for a wine before it’s been bottled.
This tends to be mainly with regards to French wines, however more regions
are taking on this concept.

OLD WORLD WINE: Old World wine refers primarily to wine made
in Europe but can also include other regions of the Mediterranean basin with
long histories of winemaking such as North Africa and the Near East.

VINTAGE: The term used to describe the year a wine was produced.

NEW WORLD WINE: New World wines are those wines produced
outside the traditional wine-growing areas of Europe and the Middle East, in
particular from Argentina, Australia, Canada, Chile,
New Zealand, South Africa and the United States.
OWC: Per Unit – indicates that the wine is only sold as a unit,
be it a bottle, case or OWC (original wooden case).
Similar to GST (Goods and Services Tax) and basically means tax levied
on value added to the wine during different stages of production and selling.
Vendu à l’unité – French term meaning ‘sold as a unit’.

OENOLOGY: The study of wines
CORKED: Corked wine is a term for a wine that has become contaminated
with cork taint. Cork taint is not simply the taste of a cork. Rather it is caused
by the presence of a chemical compound called TCA (2,4,6 - trichloroanisole).
TANNINS: In wine, tannin is a textural element that makes wine taste dry.
Tannin is a naturally occurring polyphenol found in plants, seeds, bark,
wood, leaves, and fruit skins. ... As a characteristic of wine, tannin
adds both bitterness and astringency, as well as complexity.
APPELLATION CONTROL: An appellation is a legally defined
and protected geographical indication used to identify where the grapes for a
wine were grown; other types of food often have appellations as well.
The rules that govern appellations are dependent on the country
in which the wine was produced.
TERROIR: Terroir Definition. sounds like “tare WAHr” Terroir
is how a particular region’s climate, soils and aspect (terrain) affect the taste of
wine. Some regions are said to have more ‘terroir’ than others.
VERTICAL: Vertical and horizontal tasting. ...
In a vertical tasting, different vintages of the same wine type from the same
winery are tasted. This emphasises differences between various vintages.
In a horizontal tasting, the wines are all from the same vintage
but are from different wineries.

LIBRARY STOCK: The term “library wine” refers to a wine that is being
kept or cellared away, or is part of a collection—basically, anything you’re not
drinking at the moment. Sometimes wineries will sell an older vintage of their
wine that they’ve kept cellared for a while, calling it a library wine.
PROVENANCE: Provenance (from the French provenir, ‘to come from/forth’)
is the chronology of the ownership, custody or location of a historical object.
The practice has a particular value in helping authenticate objects.
LIV-EX: Liv-ex wine prices. Liv-ex, the fine wine market,
is a transaction-based source of real time and historic fine wine market data.
Its price data is used by professional fine wine merchants to value their stock
and inform buying and selling decisions.
CONDITION REPORT: Condition reports are usually produced
by a bonded warehouse on request from a wine merchant when the cases arrive
in their account. A condition report is a high definition photo, which allows
the buyer to closely examine the condition and authenticity of the wines.
SCORING: A wine rating is a score assigned by one or more wine
critics to a wine tasted as a summary of that critic’s evaluation of that wine.
A wine rating is therefore a subjective quality score, typically
of a numerical nature, given to a specific bottle of wine.
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OenoFuture is at the forefront in innovation
and integrity within the Fine Wine Investment Sector.
We strive to not only outperform the financial markets, but to also
offer a customer service second to none.
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